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QUESTION 1

After installing the OS, the following network configuration information is displayed from the system: 

Which option describes the state of this server? 

A. The automatic network configuration option was chosen during the installation of the OS. 

B. The manual network configuration option was chosen during the installation of the OS. 

C. The network was not configured during the installation of the OS. 

D. The network interface is configured with a static IP address. 

Correct Answer: C 

Only the loopback addresses are configured. No IP address is configured. 

 

QUESTION 2

When issuing the zonestat 2 1h is command, the following information is displayed: 

Which two options accurately describe the statistics contained in the output? 

A. dbzone is using 0.21% of the total CPU resource available in the zone\\'s processor set. 

B. dbzone is using 0.21% of the global zone\\'s total CPU. 

C. dbzone is using 5.48% of the total physical memory that has been allocated to the zone. 

D. dbzone is using 2.37% of the global zone\\'s total virtual memory. 

E. The network is being utilized 100% with no physical bandwidth remaining. 

Correct Answer: AC 

A: %PART 
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The amount of cpu used as a percentage of the total cpu in a processor-set to which the zone is bound. A 

zone can only have processes bound to multiple processor sets if it is the global zone, or if psrset(1m) 

psets are used. If multiple binding are found for a zone, it\\'s %PART is the fraction used of all bound psets. 

For [total] and [system], %PART is the percent used of all cpus on the system. 

Note: The zonestat utility reports on the cpu, memory, and resource control utilization of the currently running zones.
Each zone\\'s utilization is reported both as a percentage of system resources and the zone\\'s configured limits. The
zonestat utility prints a series of interval reports at the specified interval. It optionally also prints one or more summary
reports at a specified interval. 

 

QUESTION 3

In Oracle Solaris 11, where is the Oracle default repository located? 

A. /var/spool/pkg 

B. http://localhost/solaris 

C. http://pkg.oracle.com/solaris/release 

D. http://www.oracle.com/Solaris/download 

E. /cdrom/cdrom0 

Correct Answer: C 

REPOSITORY DESCRIPTION 

* 

http://pkg.oracle.com/solaris/release The default repository for new Oracle Solaris 11 users. This repository receives
updates for each new release of Oracle Solaris. Significant bug fixes, security updates, and new software may be
provided at any time for users to install at Oracle\\'s discretion. 

*https://pkg.oracle.com/solaris/support 

Provides bug fixes and updates. Accessible with a current support contract from Oracle. 

* 

https://pkg.oracle.com/solaris/dev Provides the latest development updates. Accessible to users enrolled in the Oracle
Solaris 11 Platinum Customer Program and approved Oracle Partners. 

 

QUESTION 4

user1 has a disk quota of 0.5 MB. The user attempts to run the following command on a file called .bigfile that is 495 KB
in size: 

cp bigfile /tmp 
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Will the command execute successfully? 

A. Yes. Quotas do not include any of the system files such as /tmp /swap. 

B. Yes. The quota is set at the directory level, not the user level. 

C. No. The command will fail because it will cause him to exceed his user quota. 

D. No. A user cannot place files into the /tmp directory. 

Correct Answer: A 

UFS quotas enable system administrators to control the size of file systems. Quotas limit the amount of disk space and
the number of inodes, which roughly corresponds to the number of files, that individual users can acquire. For this
reason, quotas are especially useful on the file systems where user home directories reside. As a rule, the public and
/tmp file systems usually do not benefit significantly by establishing quotas. 

Note: The cp command copies files and directories. 

 

QUESTION 5

The core dump configuration in your non global zone is 

A user is running a process in a non-global zone (testzone) and the process crashes. The process information is: 

user126632618017:46:42pts/20:00/usr/bin/bash 

When the user\\'s process crashes in testzone, a non-global zone, where will the core dump be saved? 

A. The file will be stored in the non-global zone\\'s directory: /var/core/pprocess/core.hash.2663. 

B. The file will be saved in the global zone\\'s directory: /var/core/core.bash.2663. 

C. A core file cannot be generated in a non-global zone because it shares the kernel with the global zone. 

D. The file will be stored in the global zone\\'s directory: /var/core/pprocess/core.bash.2663. 

E. The file will be saved in non-global zone\\'s directory: /var/core/core.bash.2663 

Correct Answer: E 

The line init core file pattern: /var/core/core.%f.%p will be used for the non-global process to determine the destination
of the dump file. 
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Note: When a process is dumping core, up to three core files can be produced: one in the per-process location, one in
the system-wide global location, and, if the process was running in a local (non-global) 

zone, one in the global location for the zone in which that process was running. 
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